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STOP PRESS ! 
 

 

AVAS on the World Wide Web     David Orman 
 

Hi everyone! This is intended to introduce to anyone who doesn’t know yet that AVAS has gone all 

electric. I am exaggerating a bit; over the last year or so I have been developing a website to introduce 

surfers and web browsers to archaeology in the Avon Valley. If they like what they see, then they can 

take a dip out of cyber space and come along with us. 

It’s not just about attracting new interest from the wider community. The site is also being used to 

keep the membership informed of coming events and what’s been happening. This is particularly 

important when we break for our summer hols. This side of the site can only function properly if 

anyone organising events contacts me to feature any event that they feel is important for the society - 

please! please! help make it work. 

Also when the event has been and gone, can someone take a photo, write a few words and we can 

show everyone what a good time we had. Any future events become even more popular as everyone 

realises that they were missing out on something good. I can’t emphasise enough that the two sections 

on the site - Coming Events and Past Events - are really down to YOU.  

Now more about the content of the site - We have a Welcome page where you first visit the site, 

intended to show what archaeology is all about and what the society gets up to. I intend to freshen this 

up from time to time, so pictures please! 

There is an intriguing Timeline describing the historic periods in the formation of the Avon Valley 

kindly supplied by Steve Moody.  There is a full diary of Winter Meetings and lectures and where 

we meet so if for some reason you loose or can’t find yours, full details are there. If there are any 

changes to the program, we can alert you all too. There is a Links section - this is an important area of 

the site as it can be used to link to common interest sites such as CBA, Dorset Natural History and 

Archaeology Society, East Dorset Antiquarian Society etc.  If you want to send a message to the 

society, there is a Mail Form you can use. 

As a final close, if anyone has any content links etc, let me have them as I am only too willing to 

spread the word so the site can evolve and become an excellent resource for the society and any 

potential new member. 

 

 

The AVAS website can be found at the following addresses: 

www.avas.org.uk  

www.communigate.co.uk/dorset/avas/index.phtml 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Cover Illustration:  Archaeological Reconstruction of Ipley Grange 

Reproduced by courtesy of John Pemberton 

http://www.avas.org.uk/
http://www.communigate.co.uk/dorset/avas/index.phtml
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   ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2007 
 

 

 

 

  

 
The meeting was opened by the Chairman at 19.45 with thirty one members present. 

  

1. Apologies were received from: Miss D. Hughes, Mrs. E. Leonard, Mrs. J. Williams,     

Miss M. Wynne-Davies, Mr. J. Beaumont, Mr. B. Cook, Mr. M.A. Hodges, Mr. M. 

Slade, Mr. T. Taylor, Mr. M. Wright. 

 

2. The minutes of the last AGM held on 3
rd

. May, 2006 were made available to the 

membership as a true record of the meeting.  Acceptance of the report was proposed by 

Mrs. C. Moody and seconded by Mrs. P. Brigginshaw.  The motion was carried, Nem 

Con. 

 

3. Matters arising: There were none not already covered in the current agenda. 

 

4. Chairman‟s report: It is a fact of life that one or two archaeological societies, trusts, and 

other groups, running along similar lines to ours, are experiencing lower activity levels, 

reduced membership numbers and general uneasiness. This trend has been noted 

nationally and indeed has been detected by some of our neighbouring organisations. I 

believe it is associated with the epidemic of current social history in this country where 

our population is in danger of languishing into an over-domination of media provoked 

laziness, non-participation and a general disinterest in involvement with the world that 

continues to exist outside the spheres within which they are confining themselves. 

 

You may well ask, “What on earth is he talking about ?”   Philosophical fictionist!  The 

point I‟m making is that archaeology has enjoyed a number of years where our 

population has become enthralled and captivated by the things we do. Statistics show that 

the trend continues but is now becoming the subject of an interest which is now being 

viewed from a back-seat and in a sedentary manner. I‟m pleased to find that AVAS has 

not succumbed to that trend. This society is as buoyant and active as it always has been. 

In fact we are enjoying a period of expansion, rejuvenation and revitalisation. We are on 

a „high‟ and our sights are set to continue being so. 

 

With our sails confidently set, I have decided to withdraw from a further term of office as 

Chair of AVAS. I believe that those elected to the steering committee will undoubtedly 

continue to further the horizons of our society and I have made it known that I am still 

available on a consultative basis, to advise if requested to. 

 

We have enjoyed a good year. Our membership is „up‟ and I believe we have gone a long 

way towards satisfying the hunger for „getting involved in archaeology‟ that most of our 

members have a craving for. We are facilitators, we are all approachable and exceedingly 

friendly and it works. You, the members, are precisely the reason that it works, and we 

should all thank each other, for the efforts you make and the contribution that each 

member makes. There is much work to be done on post excavation, report writing, 

The thirty-third Annual General Meeting of the Avon Valley 

Archaeological Society held on Wednesday 2
nd

. May 2007 at 7.30pm. in 

the Ann Rose Hall, Greyfriars Community Centre, Christchurch Road, 

Ringwood, Hampshire. 
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research and recording. We are increasing our social events and as proved beyond a 

doubt, at our dining-out night in March, the fun and enjoyment has only just started. 

Make sure you have the mosquito cream and the coming barbecue event on Saturday, the 

30
th
 June, firmly marked up in your diaries. See you all there. 

 

The evening following our recent committee meeting, AVAS founder member Tony 

Light, who has been the societies‟ Field Director since year one, approached me to ask if 

he could relinquish his position and revert to a more consultative role as an advisor. 

Tony, it can be said, is a national authority on a vast sphere of archaeological subject 

matters, is highly respected and regarded in the archaeological world and is really the key 

player behind the much acclaimed status that our society has enjoyed for many, many 

years. Tony has much work to complete and we should back him in all his efforts to reach 

satisfactory conclusions regarding that work. Stephen Moody has functioned as Deputy 

Field Director for many years now and is able to undertake Directorship in Tony‟s wake. 

I would recommend to you all, that this should be recognized as of this meeting. Clearly 

AVAS would like to benefit from Tony‟s expertise for years to come and I believe the 

recommendation that I have just outlined, would be in the best interests of all concerned. 

 

5. Presentation of the Chairman‟s Trophy for 2006/2007: I now come to the point in this 

meeting, where I take great pleasure in being able to present the Chairman‟s Trophy to 

the 2007/2008 member who has shown all the necessary dedication and contributory 

efforts to warrant my awarding of this accolade. The citation on the shield records 

“PRESENTED ANNUALLY AS THE CHAIRMAN‟S AWARD FOR WORK WHICH 

HAS BENEFITTED THE SOCIETY”.  Tony was presented with the shield by my 

predecessor Jeff Collins, in 1985, twenty-two years ago. The winner this year, does a 

huge amount for AVAS, behind the scenes, has to be an out and out expert at „chatting 

up‟ and has all the aplomb of a member of the diplomatic corps. The role played is very 

often highly stressful. I make no hesitation in awarding the trophy to a highly deserving 

winner, Ann Ireland. 

 

6. Hon. Treasurer‟s report:  Full report follows these minutes 

 

7. Field Director‟s report:  The main thrust for the digs undertaken is to get the 

documentation up to date.  The New Forest Section will be carrying out a weekend dig 

over the Bank Holiday weekend commencing 25
th
. August 2007. 

 

8. Library report:  The Library and archive continues to be one of the great assets of the 

society. I very much hope that my standing down from the committee will afford me a 

little more time to expel on the collections. I still dream of the day when the library has a 

home of its own, where the collections can be viewed and researched at leisure, by 

members. If the collections were to be opened up to general public use and research, and 

this is all very dependent on whether a suitable home is found for it, I think it highly 

likely that an application for lottery funding could be considered and some valuable time 

could be spent in engineering a lottery application. 

 

On a somewhat sad note, I eventually delivered the residues of the book collections that 

belonged to our former Honorary Member, Pauline Stevenson and her daughter, Philippa 

Archer, who predeceased her, to the surviving grandson and son. I was thanked for caring 

for the box-loads which were then deposited in a damp garage and I believe there was an 

intention to organise an eventual sale through a dealer. I‟m afraid it was a case of a vast 

and very useful research collection which I rescued from Pauline‟s previous home, under 
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her instructions, having been stored for her in my home for a number of years, and I think 

is now lost. Such is life. 

 

Please continue to search for premises for the AVAS Library. It is homeless! 

 

9. National Archaeology Days 2007:  We shall be putting on an exhibition of our work 

again at the Meeting House, opposite the „Furlong‟ on Saturday 14
th
. July 2007.  It was 

emphasized that this was an all-members-event and we ask for a good turn out, not only 

for those setting up the exhibition but also for as many as could attend at some time 

during the day to talk to visitors and allow those tending the stalls to have some break 

times. 

 

10. Election of Officers:  At this stage of the Meeting the Hon. Secretary took over the role of 

Chairman for the election process.  A number of multiple nominations have been 

received from members, but there have been no more than one person nominated for any 

of the positions of Officers for the Society.  Proposals for the Officers were received from 

Mr. A. Light and were seconded by Mr. M.A. Hodges, as follows: 

Chairman - Mark Vincent 

Hon. Treasurer -  Harold Hanna 

Hon. Secretary  -  Bill Atkinson 

Vice-Chairman  - Stephen Moody 

 

The Meeting voted upon these nominations and they were accepted, „nem con‟. 

Proposals for other Committee members were received from Mr. M.A. Hodges and 

seconded by Miss M. Wynne-Davies, as follows: 

 

Nigel Morris and John Pemberton 

 

Vanessa Golton also was proposed, by Mrs. C. Moody and seconded by Mr. M.A. 

Hodges.  There being no further nominations, the Meeting voted upon these nominations 

and they were accepted, „nem con‟. 

 

Proposals for our two Hon. Auditors, Mr. Tony Light and Mr. Tony Taylor, to be re-

elected was proposed by Miss H. Moore and seconded by Mrs. C. Moody.  Both being 

prepared to continue in their valued role, the Meeting voted upon these nominations and 

they were accepted, „nem con‟. 

 

The meeting was reminded that Mr. Trevor Steptoe had been our Chairman for the past 

seven years and that we could not see him give up that position without recalling all the 

hard work and dedication that he had put into our Society over that time.  Not everything 

that he had done was immediately seen by our membership because so much had been 

achieved in the background.  The Meeting expressed its admiration and thanks by giving 

him a resounding three cheers!  We know that we are not loosing him as he will continue 

to be our Librarian.  We also say a big thank you to Mr. Dave Orman, as he steps down 

from the Committee.  We shall miss him, but he will continue to serve the Society as our 

„Web Master‟ and doubtless keep us up to speed with our bottles! 

 

The Chairmanship of the Meeting was then formally handed over to our new Chairman, 

Mr. Mark Vincent. 
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11. Any other business:  Mr. Nigel Morris reminded us that he needed names for those who 

wished to attend our BBQ on Saturday 30
th
. June 2007.  This was also the opportunity to 

bring members contributions for this years Newsletter. 

 

Mr. L. Bailey raised the issue of the „Crystal Hollow‟ report and sought clarification on 

progress towards publication.  The need to get the drawing work on the finds completed 

was highlighted and Mr. Frank Green suggested that funding could be found to get some 

tuition for a class of members to be trained and tackle the outstanding work.  The 

Committee promised that these issues would be given a high priority in this coming year. 

 

An appeal was made by Mr. D. Orman for members to get into the habit of making 

contributions to our AVAS website. 

 

Mr. Nigel Morris mooted the planning of a members Skittles evening and this was 

warmly received. 

 

The Chairman closed the meeting at 21-11. 
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AVON VALLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

TRUSTEES ANNUAL REPORT 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2007 

 

REGISTERED CHARITY NO: 289516 

 

 

Aims and Organisation 
 
The Society was established in 1974; it is governed by its Rules, as amended from time to time by 

the members in general meeting. 

 

The Society‟s objects are to promote the interest in and study of archaeology for the benefit of the 

general public.  The Society‟s principal areas of activity are the Avon Valley and surrounding 

areas of South West Hampshire, East Dorset and South Wiltshire. 

 

 

Trustees 

 
The trustees who served on the Committee during the year were as follows: 

T. J. Steptoe  Chairman 

C. W. Atkinson Hon. Secretary  

M. A. Vincent Vice Chairman  

H. J. A. Hanna Hon. Treasurer 

D. Orman 

S. J. Moody 

N.  Morris  

 

Co-opted Committee members (not trustees): 

 

 J. Pemberton    (co-opted 3 May 2006) 

 

The administration of the Society is carried out on a voluntary basis by the trustees; there are no 

employees. 

 

The trustees are elected annually by the members at the Annual General Meeting. 

 

 

Activities and Achievements 
 
During the year, the Society continued its educational activities with its programme of Winter 

lectures, the publication of the annual Newsletter, and the provision of displays at the History 

With Wings event held at Sopley in April and in Ringwood as part of National Archaeology Days 

in July.  Active field work during the year has included further exploration of a Romano-British 

site at Folds Farm, North of Godshill and additional work on a mediaeval site at Ipley Manor. The 

post excavation analysis of material from the Crystal Hollow excavation site at Godshill 

continues.  Members also co-operated with other local societies in undertaking survey and 
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excavation work, notably the New Forest Section of the Hampshire Field Club on various sites in 

the New Forest. 

 

 

Financial Review 

 
The day to day operating expenses of the Society were again met from the members‟ 

subscriptions and meeting fees.  

 

In addition to meeting the day to day costs of its activities, the Society is seeking to build up its 

reserves in order to meet future publication costs.  The trustees are satisfied that the general 

financial position disclosed by the accounts for the year ended 31 March 2007  is sound. 

 

On behalf of the Trustees 

 

H J A Hanna FCA 

Hon. Treasurer 

11 April 2007 

 

 

RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 

31 MARCH 2007 

General Fund   

 2007 2006 

Income   
Subscriptions received 660.00 477.00 

Donations 7.00 125.34 

Meeting fees 413.50 369.00 

Bank deposit interest 68.79 49.25 

Newsletter sales and advertising 14.00 94.50 

  1163.29 1,115.09 

   

Less Expenses   
Room hire - Greyfriars,  Ringwood 318.00 135.00 

Speakers fees and expenses 265.00 278.00 

Secretarial expenses  0.00  27.35 

Subscriptions and affiliation fees 86.00 73.00 

Library expenses 13.00 12.50 

Insurance 159.90 156.90 

Newsletter expenses 0.00 0.00 

Visit expenses 25.00 0.00 

Display & presentation costs 0.00 25.00 

Committee meeting expenses 0.00 20.00 

Sundry expenses 13.00 25.00 

 879.90 752.75 

Surplus for the year £283.39 £362.34 
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Note:   

Expenses for the year paid in April 2007 and not 

included above: 

  

Room hire 0.00 92.00 

Subscriptions 0.00 20.00 

Newsletter costs 100.00 0.00 

   

   

BALANCE SHEET AT 31 MARCH 2007 

   

Reserves 2007 2006 
Balance brought forward 1 April 2006 4,738.30 4,375.96 

Surplus for the year 283.39 362.34 

Balance carried forward 31 March 2007 5,021.69 4738.30 

Represented by:   
Cash at bank £5,021.69 £4738.30 

   
H.J.A. Hanna F.C.A. - Hon Treasurer 

 

 

Report of the Auditors 

 
In our opinion, these Accounts are in accordance with the books and records of the 
Society and the information and explanations given to us. 
 

 
A.D. Taylor F.C.A. 
A. Light                                                        Hon. Auditors 
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Summer Barbeque - June 30
th

 2007 Mark Vincent 
Photos by Steve Moody 

 

 
  
The AVAS summer barbeque was planned to take place on a fine summer‟s evening.  

Unfortunately, the elements conspired against us and a hasty change of plan saw a brave band of 

members taking shelter in the old barn at Gouldings Farm. While the rain lashed down outside, 

everyone stayed cosy indoors. Special thanks must go to Nigel Morris for organising the AVAS 

entertainments programme, to Bill Atkinson for his expert cooking skills and to John Pemberton 

for bringing his splendid portable cooker, as well as to all those who helped out. 
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Following the success of the summer barbeque, a skittles evening was held at Godshill Village 

Hall on the 20
th
 October. An excellent plough-man‟s supper was provided and a most enjoyable 

evening was had by all.  

 

Thanks once again to all those who made the evening such a success.  

 

 

 

Forthcoming Social Events 
 
Following the success of the events to date, several more evening “do”s are currently being 

planned under the watchful eye of Nigel Morris. A quiz evening will take place in the New Year, 

followed by a Spring supper along the lines of last year‟s meal at Parley Cross. Details will be 

announced nearer to the time at our monthly lecture meetings. 

 

Hopefully, the summer of 2008 will be more suitable for a riverside barbeque than that of 2007. 

The support of our members is much appreciated and a good time is guaranteed! 

 

 

 

New Book: The Christchurch Commons by Sue Newman and Mike Tizzard 

 
AVAS members Sue Newman and Mike Tizzard have recently released a book on the 

Christchurch Commons. The Commons described are those for which the inhabitants of the Old 

Borough had rights, and the book includes much historical information about the various open 

spaces around the town as well as descriptive walks for the more adventurous reader. There are 

also plenty of colour pictures and old maps to illustrate the story. 

 

A copy can be found in the AVAS library. 

 

The Christchurch Commons - History and walks  by Sue Newman and Mike Tizzard. Published 

by Natula Publications, Christchurch, 2007. ISBN 9781897887646 
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Highlights of the Ipley Manor project Bill Atkinson 

 
The excavation period for Ipley has now closed after three seasons of digging and 2007 has seen 

the evaluation and recording get under way.  Without doubt each of the three digging seasons 

have left us with more questions than answers, but now we are starting to unravel the mysteries. 

 

Our first season presented us with a tantalising bonanza of demolition debris but no indication of 

walls or wall plates but a very promising medieval fireplace. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The medieval fire place comprised a yellow clay 

base with tiles set on end to form a level 

platform.  There is circular pattern in this 

photograph which may indicate where a small 

fire was kept burning during the day.  
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The investigation has resulted in several hundred finds, mainly being found in the plough soil.  

The remains found firmly indicated that we are working on a medieval site with habitation waste 

going beyond into the eighteenth century.  This is substantiated by the mixture of brick and tile 

fragments jumbled together on what is without doubt a demolition pile.  Associated with this was 

found a quantity of „Verwood‟ type pottery shards, which create yet a further mystery as they 

were concentrated in quite a small area just below the plough depth. 

 

The second season  (2005)  --  We decided that as the area to explore was large, it would be more 

effective to strip the target area of the plough soil.  It was recognised that some artefacts within 

the plough soil would be overlooked, but with the lack of time and people, this method was the 

best for the project.  We did it with a mini digger using a one metre wide bucket to take off the 

plough soil with an observer standing next to the bucket to spot for any finds.  This worked very 

well as we recovered many pottery finds, similar to those found in our first season‟s trench. The 

main success was to uncover a wall line from the mid-point of our first trench, to the north east. 

 

The stripping exercise became one of removing the plough soil and exploring the extent of the 

site and the creating of a boundary strip of one metre beyond the wall lines to create a tidy and 

manageable trench of about ten by twenty one metres on a south west to north east axis.  The 

trench at this stage revealed just the tips of foundation stones of limestone cobbles and not always 

continuous.  From this point the work continued mainly with trowels. 

  

Two additional trenches were dug 

by machine on features that 

showed strongly on the 

geophysical report. One was to the 

north of trench one and about 

twenty metres away.   

 

This was excavated to a depth of 

one metre with the metre wide 

bucket.  It enabled us to establish 

that the anomaly shown by the 

geophysical survey was indeed a 

dense layer of pea gravel just 

below the turf in that area.   
 

Building ‘A’ uncovered in the main trench. 

 
Trench 2 

 

It proved to be quite an interesting 

trench as it exhibited geological 

features of a much earlier course 

of the Beaulieu River, showing a 

sand bar and gravel deposits left 

by running water.  More 

importantly, it revealed that an 

infill of an uneven ground feature 

had occurred subsequent to the 

1755-60 demolition phase as two 

shards of „Verwood‟ type pottery, 
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 one at the top of the infill and the other at the bottom, providing a neat dating for the activity.   

 

Throughout the fill there was also a considerable leavening of slate fragments, confirming that the 

infill post dated the demolition of the slated building.  The probability is that this restoration of 

the site to be a field occurred in about 1755-60. 

  
A third trench in the adjacent field to the north confirmed that there was a small aggregation of 

pea gravel near the surface and that this had probably surfaced during the installation of a clay 

land drain, probably in Victorian times.  This probably caused the anomalies found in the 

geophysical survey.  No further items of interest were uncovered in this small trench. 

 
The walls uncovered in the main building proved to be the bottom course of the foundations of a 

substantial building, but they had been thoroughly robbed out over large lengths.  The south east 

wall had suffered considerable plough damage as the total depth of the soil is considerably less on 

that side of the building.  

 

The establishment of the position of the exact corners for the building proved to be difficult due 

to the robbing out of the stonework, but with careful excavation with the trowel, we were able to 

determine their exact positions with accuracy.   

 
The building appeared to have two main components, with a main rectangular section to the north 

and east and a larger appendage at the south and west end.  The former had foundations of two 

feet in width, while the latter was of half that width.  There was no indication whether the two 

distinct foundation types were of one or two separate phases of habitation on this site. 

 
The photograph below shows the wide foundation and a turn at right angles with the narrower 

foundation in the foreground, almost totally robbed out. 

 
The big question is  --  Do we have two phases 

of building with one being cob or stone 

constructed upon the wide foundation and the 

other being timber framed upon the narrow 

foundation or are they contemporaneous?  We 

had not discovered any connection between the 

two foundations on the northwest side of the 

excavation. 

 

Second season’s evaluation  –  Again the site 

continues to pose very difficult questions and 

provide few complete answers.  The most 

pressing need is to establish how many phases of 

occupation are revealed by the excavation to 

date.  The fireplace is the most obvious 

anomaly, as it is at the same height as the bottom 

course of the wide foundation and only 300mm. 

from that foundation, a strange position for it if 

it was contemporaneous with that structure. 

 

The third season (2006)  –  It was planned to be a consolidation phase for the project, with minor 

investigation trenches being dug within the main trench to try to establish any habitation level for 
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the stone or cob built building and see if there was evidence of an earlier building phase.  

Additional trenches were to be opened to answer, if possible, the connection or otherwise 

between the two sets of foundations uncovered in 2005. 

 
We opened three separate trenches within the main trench.  The first being towards the north east 

end of the main building, where we suspected there had been an internal wall.  This turned out to 

be much more with the uncovering of a fireplace and chimney base which faced into the small 

end of the building and had the appearance of being a kitchen area separate from a main hall.  

 
Rubbish Pits and Clay Bands  --  A further investigation of a feature in the northern corner of 

this kitchen area within the corner of the main building showed it to be a rubbish pit with a 

jumbled content of fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth century pottery shards mixed with food 

refuse, including animal jaw bones and chicken bones.  As this rubbish pit was within the main 

structure, it must post date the demolition of the main structure.   

 

The second investigation was a narrow (500millimetres wide) trench across the foundation line 

and into the main hall area to see if traces of the foundation preparation survived and if there was 

any trace of archaeological evidence below the stripped level, but nothing was discovered except 

the natural. 

 
The third area for investigation was bounded by first season‟ trench, the north wall and the major 

corner of the main building.  This part of the excavation had provided many finds during both the 

2004 and 2005 digging seasons.  Immediately adjacent to original trench it became apparent that 

we had found a „robber‟ trench where deep excavation of the foundation stones had taken place, 

but a number of partially dressed stones had tumbled back in with a large quantity of metal 

objects, pottery shards of fifteenth to the eighteenth century and animal bones were recovered 

from this pit.  More importantly we detected yellow clay remains which indicated that it was here 

that the junction was made between the narrow north wall and the more substantial structure had 

been found. 

This feature in the photograph is a 

rubbish pit created when the walls 

were being robbed out, but it 

contained a quantity of part worked 

stone and rubble, such as would 

have been used in the wall 

construction.  The pit cut across the 

band of yellow clay between the two 

walls, wide and narrow.  This, we 

deduce, was the line of the missing 

wall conjunction. 

This feature, which abutted and 

included a section of Trench 1 were 

concluded to be a rubbish pit dating 

to the time of the final demolition 

due to the inclusion of 17
th
. and 18

th
. 

century pottery shards and remnants 

of iron work of a later period to the 

original building. 
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From this we can conclude that this complex feature was comprised of two rubbish pits, the first 

from the 16
th
. century and the second from the demolition of the last building in the 18

th
. century, 

which was also the source of the „Verwood‟ type of pottery shards. 

 
The narrow trench just beyond the buckets, 

parallel to the top of the photograph, was 

subsequently re-excavated.  In this narrow 

trench, see the photograph below, we found two 

bands of yellow clay, at each end, which had 

appeared to have been dumped down in order to 

be used when constructing the foundations. 

 
Both bands were of the same type and at the 

same depth, just about the same height as the  

foundation courses for both walls.  There were 

no artefacts uncovered in the trench, but in the 

feature excavated under the near band of clay, 

shards of a Southampton scratched gritty ware 

pot was unearthed which was in context and 

predated the adjacent walls construction. 

 
These finds lead us to the conclusion that the 

construction of both walls took place within the 

same period of time and provides firm 

circumstantial evidence for them to be 

considered as contemporaneous constructions. 

 
A Cistercian Grange  --  In postulating the proposition that this is the previously un-located site 

of the Cistercian grange of Ippley, I have drawn on the published work “Beaulieu – King John‟s 

Abbey” by Dom Frederick Hockey O.S.B., F.R.Hist.S. which tells of Ipley as a grange of the 

abbey and that it had been gifted to the abbey by William de Ipple in 1316. 

 

One floor tile was recovered from the pit within the „kitchen‟ area, which was buried during the 

demolition phase.  This is a green glazed tile of the type made by the Cistercian monks at the time 

that of the building of the Abbey at Beaulieu.  It would probably have been used to cover the 

whole floor in the main hall.  Additional indications of a quality building on this site are given by 

fragments of thin window glass, greenish in colour but of very good quality.  The picture on the 

front cover of the Newsletter is a reproduction of an pictorial archaeological reconstruction of the 

building within its landscape. 

 

This interpretation is based upon the facts that the Cistercians had strict rules on how Abbey 

buildings were to be constructed, including domestic granges and that these were not to the taste 

of lay tenants, hence the majority of grange halls were changed beyond recognition or destroyed.  

In this case the grange of Ipley was kept under the control of Henry VIII for a number of years 

before the title was passed to the purchaser of Beaulieu.  The professional robbing out of the 

stone from the site makes it likely that it was required for the construction of the castles at Hurst 

and Calshot. 

 

The failure to find traces of any earlier building below the grange is indicative of the quality of 

the building of the monastic hall and less pretentious living quarters.  Both the earlier and later 
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buildings would probably have been given less well established foundations which have been lost 

through the subsequent activities on the site.  Our best evidence for the continued domestic 

occupation on the site for period from Saxon/Norman times to the mid eighteenth century has 

been the pottery record recovered from the foundations level and above, in the plough soil. 

 

Work still remains to be done in documentary research and confirmation of elements of the 

pottery record and its‟ effect upon interpretation of the archaeological evidence before we finally 

publish our findings on Ipley.  It will be no surprise if others pick up from where we leave this 

investigation, but we have had a fascinating glimpse into this Medieval world and have made a 

good initial contribution. 

 
Interpretation  –  The following objectives have been successfully met:-  

 The foot print of a substantial building has been found which equates well with the monastic 

period of ownership. 

 A good concentration of pottery finds indicated an occupation on the same site from the 

eleventh to the mid eighteenth centuries. 

 Strong evidence has been retrieved to indicate two very separate phases of occupation on the 

same site. 

 

The objectives that were not achieved are:- 

 No footprint for the later structure has been found. 

 No evidence has been found for a structure earlier than the monastic one, though pottery 

finds in context indicates that there was one here or nearby. 

 

In conclusion, there is strong evidence of two demolition phases, the first of the monastic period 

building and the second in the mid eighteenth century. 

 

 

 

Timber markings in a cart shed Alan Harvey 
 

In the autumn of 2006 several members of AVAS had the chance to visit three medieval barns on 

the Breamore Estate north of Fordingbridge in Hampshire. The visit was most enjoyable and 

stimulating and it was then that I spotted this cart shed. I am very grateful to Sir Edward Hulse 

and the Breamore Estate Company for permission to crawl all over the building. 

The cart shed or open shelter at South Charford Farm [grid reference SU169190] consists of a 

five bay hip ended shelter with timber siding to the two side elevations [east and west] and an 

enclosed outshot to the rear elevation [north]. The building as shown in figures 1- 3, is now 

covered in corrugated iron sheeting and in some disrepair although still functional for storage of 

smaller farm vehicles.  

Figure 4 shows the frame layout with the wall plates sat on fourteen posts on stone bases. The 

plan in Figure 4 gives each post a reference number to make identification in text and figures 

easier. The posts carry wall plates which in turn supports tie beams to each cross frame. The tie 

beams support principal rafters with a collar set halfway up the roof rise. In turn, the principal 

rafters support in-line purlins and a slender ridge purlin. Two lines of purlins above and below the 

collars are trenched into the backs of the principals and appear to be original, as holes for dowels 

for fixing rafters are in rough alignment with similar holes on other purlins and plates.  
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There are remains of a lower line of purlins placed on top of the principals on the rear elevation 

and softwood replacements to other elevations. The end bays are hipped with a central rafter 

between the hips on the ends. This rafter is carried upon a cross beam crossing in the centre of the 

two end bays. The majority of timbers are original oak and elm but with some are missing and 

there are some replacement repairs.  

Figure 1 Front elevation – view from the south 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Front elevation - view from the south 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 South west corner 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 South west corner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Front elevation – view from the south 
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 Figure 3 South east corner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Frame elevation layout 
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The building is approximately 15 meters long with bays roughly 3 meters wide and about 5.5 

meters deep. Braces between the posts on the front elevation are sharply curved or cranked to 

give passage for vehicles whereas braces below tie beams and under the rear and side wall plates 

are more deeply curved as shown in illustrations below. This front clearance suggests the shelter 

was built for vehicles rather than as a stock shelter. 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Braces to Post 2         Figure 6 Braces to Post 2b 

 

There is an outshot to the rear [north] elevation as shown in Figure 7 

North outshot. This softwood and corrugated iron structure was 

erected some time between 1954 and 1977 during the tenure of the 

previous tenant farmer but appears to replace a similar outshot. The 

rear elevation posts do not show signs of weathering unlike the 

south [front] elevation‟s exposed posts, nor are there no mortices or 

halvings for rails for cladding as can be found on the sides. The rear 

wallplate also has several old cut nails still in place suggesting the 

position of lean-to rafters to a previous outshot roof. There are a 

remaining set of braces between posts and wallplate in the first bay 

of this rear elevation which are not cranked or curved as on the front 

elevation to allow for the passage of carts and wagons again 

suggesting that no rear access was ever envisaged. The front 

elevation opens onto the access to the farm and not a stock yard. The 

rear elevation is to the vegetable garden of a large Georgian house. 

 

 

Figure 7 North  outshot 
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Roof covering currently is corrugated iron fixed directly to principals, hips and purlins and some 

additional softwood bearers just above the wallplate. The sheeting tends to stiffen the structure 

and the light weight compared to conventional coverings has probably prolonged the structure‟s 

working life. The original roof covering was probably thatch, a traditional material still in use in 

this area. This however cannot be deduced as common and jack rafters have been removed. Their 

removal means there is no battening to the roof associated with tile hanging or possible signs of 

thatch attachment such as tarred string marks on rafters, however the roof pitch of between 45°- 

50° [3\4 pitch] does suggest thatch could be a roofing material.  

The roof shows evidence of rafter 

positions, found in the only remaining 

rafter foot close to post 6b shown in 

Figure 8.  

The dowel holes in the purlins shown 

and the remains of dowels in the top 

external edge of the rear wallplate are 

square pegs [trenails] in round holes, a 

traditional form of fixing for security 

rather than round pegs designed to draw 

joints together. 

The structure‟s markings as shown in 

Figure 9 and Figure 10 consist of 

numerals and level marks. The arrows on 

these figures denote the face side where 

numerals are cut. The building follows a traditional convention where the central bay has faces 

opposing each other and other faces orientated towards their end elevation. The I and inverted V 

are incised into the posts, tie beam , principal rafter and brace between tie beam and post with 

chisels. It should be noted there are no numerals on the wallplates at these positions, however the 

numerals could be within the post or tie beam joints.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Carpenters' marks – plan 

 

 

Figure 8 Remaining rafter foot above post 6b 
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All numerals on the front elevation are cut with a 44mm [1 ¾‟‟] chisel, similar numerals on the 

rear elevation are cut with a 19mm [3/4‟‟] chisel. The numerals shown on the plan circled are on 

the external vertical face of the wallplate either side of the scarf joint union of the wallplates 

shown as x on the plates. These were cut with a 50mm [2‟‟] chisel.  No numerals were visible to 

timbers making up the west end frame. The possible positions for these numerals would be on the 

external face where they are either covered in vertical boarding or have been eroded. 

The rear of the building in Figure  shows where several numerals are found. The numerals 

marked are scratched on the posts below the brace mortices and on the bottoms of the braces. 

Each brace is given an individual number starting from post 1b. Post 3b shows no numerals as 

insect damage has removed the timber face. The first bay between posts 1b – 2b is the only bay 

still containing braces and the numerals are found on the bottoms of these braces. The numerals 

shown underlined in the roofspace are cut with a 19mm chisel again on the face side and are at 

the junction of collar and principal rafter. The numerals are only at one end in each case, Numeral 

I and III are on the front elevation with II and IIII to the rear. The order in relation to position 

suggests the order in which the trusses or roof frames were set out were different to the layout of 

posts, plates and tie beams joints. Could it be that the first roof frame once assembled was used as 

the pattern for the second? For this to happen, to keep the face to the top of the lay-up, the second 

tie beam would have to be turned around bringing the rear end of the tie beam above post 5b 

teasel tenon over post 4a‟s similar joint. With numerals always marked in the same position in the 

lay-up every alternate truss would have the numerals at opposite ends. 

 

Figure 10 Carpenter's marks - rear elevation 

 

The only other marks visible on this rear elevation are level marks at the base of posts 1b – 6b 

[shown as L on figure 6]. These consist of heavy awl scratch marks in the shape of an arrow as 

shown in Figure 11. The level marks are mostly directly on the face of the timbers, though some 

have flats chiselled into the uneven face before the level mark is scribed. The L is placed on the 

side of the post to which the arrow head points. There appears to be no reason for the direction, 

they do not point to the face edge in every case. There appear to be no other level marks on the 

structure. The similar positions on the front elevation are too weathered for such marks to have 

survived and other likely positions such as the tops of tie beams and wall plates are either too 

decayed or covered in bird droppings to be identifiable. 
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Figure 11 Level mark to post 1b 

 

Other marks identified were awl scratch marks associated with joint layout as shown in Figure 12. 

Most mark the sides and ends of mortices or extend from the sides of the tenons.  

 

Figure 12 Numerals and layout scratch marks above post 2a 
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A history of a Malmesbury cottage Bill Atkinson 

 

The name of AVAS has even spread to the north of Salisbury, as I found when telephoned with 

an enquiry as to whether we would be prepared to do a dig in a cottage garden near to 

Malmesbury Abbey (a parish church now) but had been a Benedictine Abbey Church until the 

dissolution of the Monastery in 1539.  The owner declared that the cottage was 16
th
 Century and 

had a deep well, a square, capped structure near the back wall of the cottage and a large 

mysterious part worked stone nearer the back door.  Who can resist at least a look at such an 

intriguing site? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 The cream coloured cottage with the blue front door was our destination, with the Abbey Church 

just visible at the end of Abbey Row.  The interior was quite a surprise as still retains many of the 

original features, which supports the view that it was very well built in the first instance.  I just 

could not wait to see what had already been uncovered in the back garden. 

 

 

The excavation has been quite 

extensive and a Victorian coal 

chute into a cellar under the back 

half of the house had been 

reopened and extended to provide 

natural light to the cellar for the 

first time in its existence. 

 

There seemed to be three features 

that required answers. 
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What were each of the following? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The best place to start was to look in more detail 

at the house.  So I asked if we could see the 

cellar.  This was readily agreed to and we found 

a stone walled cellar integral with the cottage 

structure.  We entered by a handsome stone 

staircase going down in curve to a snug square 

room, about three metres square.  A most 

unusual find in such an early cottage. 

 

 
Half way down the garden there is a large outbuilding which was said to be also of an early date.  

This building had been boarded out with plaster board inside, but there were no structural changes 

that could be seen.  Beyond it was an outside privy of perhaps Victorian vintage, but now no 

longer in use.  Next to this was a wall of the same vintage that blocked off what had seemed to be 

a rear entrance.  It is thought that this would have been where the coalman had come to put his 

loads into the cellar in earlier times. 
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The first question is the easiest one to answer, in that such a square underground structure is most 

probably a cess pit and observation of the interior seemed to confirm this, particularly as the 

capping contained iron supporting bars.  This would indicate disuse of about the same period as 

the building of the privy at the bottom of the alley past the out building. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
For those not too squeamish, excavation of this will provide a good chance of making finds!  The 

second feature is a capped well with a broken corner of the stone cap.  The well is seventeen 

metres deep with a further two metres of water at the bottom.  The shaft is a metre and a half in 

diameter, but is domed at the top to give an aperture of about three quarters of a metre.  The first 

five metres or so is lined with a dry stone walling type of construction, rather like the outbuilding 

and the remaining part is cut through the bedrock. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The question then comes to mind, when was this expensive structure put in and on observing the 

garden wall, why build such a formidable barrier? 

 
This cottage, with so many questions is 

quite a challenge.  The rear shows 

indications of a later extension to the 

left, but there is a most impressive 

original staircase rising above the cellar 

steps, which can be seen below.  It is not 

usual to see such a fine one (still in daily 

use!) in a humble cottage so here is a 

clue as to the status of the original 

occupants. 

 

The next port of call was to see the Abbey Church.  It was here that I found an excellent local 

history in the bookshop.  The history of the Abbey and Town of Malmesbury by Major-General Sir 

Richard H. Luce, K.C.M.G., C.B. provided the required clues as to the origins of Abbey Row 

properties.  He quotes from Leyland‟s Itinerary, Vol II, page 24 of 1542, that William Stumpe (who 
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purchased the Abbey, building and grounds) intends to erect „a street or two‟ for „clothiers‟ in the 

„bak vacant ground that is within the towne Waulles‟.  This describes Abbey Row perfectly. 

 

 

Our next port of call on the recommendation of the 

excellent Church guides was the Museum.  A visit to 

this small but interesting museum gave us further 

clues as to the finds made behind Abbey Row 

buildings. Starting with the Abbey end of the street, 

there is a well of similar dimensions behind the Old 

Bell Hotel and others are to be found behind other 

properties, as you progress west towards the Bar, at 

what is known as „The Triangle‟. 

 
With some searching on the Internet I discovered an 

extract from John Burnett‟s „The Experience of 

Unemployment 1790-1990’, pages 44-46, which 

describes the different types of employment of 

weavers.  It transpires that „artisan-weavers‟ were 

skilled men who produced fine fabrics for larger 

clothiers, who were in fact merchants as well as 

being manufacturers employing „journeyman-

weavers‟ who were paid as employees. 

 

 
This puts the whole picture together for our cottage.  The cellar would be required as secure and 

good storage for the sack of wool provided as raw material, the yarn spun either by the family or 

outworkers and the finished cloth before delivery back to the owner.  The well supplied not only 

the household, but the water required in the „fulling‟ process and possibly for cloth dyeing.  The 

garden space behind the outbuilding would have been used for laying out the cloth to dry after the 

wet processes and the high garden walls provided security for the valuable products being 

manufactured. 

 

The third item has to remain a mystery until further excavation can reveal its secrets. 

 

My thanks have to go the householder who kindly invited me to see the cottage and I 

acknowledge the great help of those to whom we spoke and the written sources mentioned in the 

text above. 
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Reconstruction work in Ellingham Meadows Mark Vincent 
 

Thanks to a recent initiative from the Environment Agency, work is currently underway 

to renovate some of the brick water-control structures in the flood-plain of the lower 

Avon. Collapsed brickwork has been carefully removed and new walls built upon the 

existing foundations. The hatches are being constructed from sustainable oak while the 

iron winding gear is being cast from original fittings found on the site. 

 

 

 
 

While the work was in progress, the water level in the carriers was dropped, revealing the 

remains of older wooden structures which presumably pre-date the brick and which have 

been preserved through being submerged. It is thought that these particular meadows 

were originally constructed by the Lisle family around the beginning of the 18
th

 century. 

In the picture, the brickwork is complete and the metal slides are in place, but the wooden 

hatches are still to be fitted. 
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Visit to The Riverside Project – 2007 Bill Atkinson 
 

This a continuation of the 2006 project, which is being project managed by the Universities of  

Bournemouth, Bristol, Manchester, Sheffield, University College London and Wessex 

Archaeology, with access by the public being funded by The National Trust and English Heritage. 

The Riverside Project 2006 was centred upon the middle of the Durrington Walls area where a 

huge village site was uncovered, dated to about 2600 to 2500 BC (at about the time the 

Stonehenge sarcen stones were put up) and before the large enclosure was built around it, in 

about 2500BC. 

 

This year‟s targets were to follow up a 1927 dig on Bronze Age barrows, immediately to the 

south of „Wood Henge‟ where Neolithic remains had been found below the barrows.  Ploughing 

has removed all traces of the barrow mounds.  The first of the two trenches are in that area, with 

two others at some distance, one surrounding the „Cuckoo Stone‟ and the other on the opposite 

side of the road straddling the Durrington Walls enclosure.  Other excavations have been started 

this season, the nearest due east of Durrington Walls, immediately above the River Avon on what 

has been conjectured as a ceremonial way.  A further three trenches are being opened on the 

„Cursus‟, just to the north of Stonehenge.  Unfortunately time did not allow me to visit these more 

far flung endeavours. 

 

 

Trench 1 was a little disappointing in 

that other than a quadrant of the first 

barrow ditch there were only a small 

number of features comprised of a few 

minor post holes and some small pits 

yielding small flints and pottery 

fragments of minor significance – see 

this first photograph for an idea of the 

layout. 

 

 

 
Trench 2 definitely picked up the pace with two Bronze Age barrows. The first was considerably 

larger than the first trench barrow, but the second was far more spectacular with two ditches. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The whole site was peppered with post holes, some of such significance as to rival those found at 

„Wood Henge‟, only two hundred metres away.  Finds in this trench were coming up in both the 

ditches and post fills, also from a number of what appeared to be rubbish pits.   
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I noticed a surface find (leg bone of pig) 

within the large barrow inside the inner ring. 

A not unusual discard after ritual feasting!  

Perhaps prior to the building of the central 

mound?  Rumour on site indicated that this 

feature may have gone through a phase 

when it may have been a palisaded 

enclosure.  The mystery will not be solved 

for some time yet! 

 
In the ring ditch, left, the depth of the trench 

with its „V‟ shaped section can be seen.  

From the depth of it, one can understand the 

speculation about a defensive structure.  

Observe the two stages of infill.  From this 

we can see that the lighter infill at the 

bottom is fairly „fresh‟ and is made up of the 

excavated material from the original ditch 

but the shallow, loamy infill suggests a re-

excavation for the Bronze Age barrow that 

gradually silted up with top soil when the 

area was no longer being cared for. 

 
As can be seen from the general views of the 

site, there is a most complex sequence of 

activities that have taken place in this area.  

The site has had many different uses through 

time. This can be seen illustrated from the 

photographs to the left and below, of a 

major sized post hole of about one metre in 

diameter and up to a metre and a half deep.  

This is only one of about half a dozen.  

Other intriguing features are lines of minor 

post holes, beam slots or shallow trenches 

and what appear to be rubbish pits or ritual 

deposit pits? 

 

 

 

 
A walk of about half a kilometre brought me to the far western end of the field where I saw the 

“Cuckoo Stone” trench.  The stone is the remains of a fallen sarcen stone, or what remains of one 

after being broken by fire for building material, probably in the seventeenth or eighteenth 

centuries.  The area around Avebury suffered much from this sort of destruction at that time.  It is 

an indictment of our enlightened times that this sort of disrespect for ancient monuments should 

be common when they had been respected for so many hundreds of years before then. 

 

This trench, though much smaller than the second, was packed with surprises.  The socket for the 

sarcen stone was being excavated and it would have appeared to have been quite a tight fit.   
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As can be seen from the photograph to the left, 

there is a small cairn of un-worked flints 

beneath the stone.  What were they for?  It 

reminds me of packing used when fitting 

double glazing, but was possibly some form of 

ritual deposit or maybe a fulcrum point when 

bringing the stone upright?  Within the trench I 

was surprised to see so many linear features, 

when those of Bronze Age and Iron Age were 

anticipated, to be connected with a single 

sarcen stone.  This was explained by the finds 

indicating a Roman temple over earlier 

deposits. 

 
It is not uncommon to find examples of Romans taking over pre-existing sacred sites and using 

them as such themselves for their worship of their own similar deities! 

 

At about two metres north of the sarcen socket 

and adjacent to the probable Roman temple 

building was the burial shown below and left.  

It was of a young child buried with a dog and 

right in the middle is a Roman nail!  The 

significance of this find is not certain at this 

stage, but it is touching that the little child was 

not to go into the afterlife alone. 

 

I was told of, but did not see, two urn burials  

with decorated collars, in very good condition.  

A number of Roman coins have been recovered 

which would indicate occupation date of second 

to fourth century AD.  The remit for this 

excavation team was to look for evidence from 

Neolithic to Bronze Age times, but it just goes 

to illustrate the fact that archaeologists cannot 

pick and choose what they find once they start 

digging!  There is going to be a wealth of 

artefacts and information from this trench 

eventually, but don‟t hold your breath waiting 

for it!  

I returned to the Visitor Centre and the re-

enactment area where the last trench was to be 

found.  This was the „short straw‟ trench with 

nothing to show but lumps and bumps in the 

chalk floor, probably indicating the random 

structure from the time of making the original 

surrounding bank for Durrington Walls.  Hopes 

of finding an exit/entrance to Wood Henge, 

even a later blocking up, were sorely 

disappointed.  Hey ho, digging a hole never 

guaranteed archaeological finds! 
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The re-enactments proved quite interesting with 

anything in horn or hide being crafted straight 

from the wild.  A typical set of Iron Age dietary 

ingredients was set out for our inspection and to 

get our gastric juices running.  The potter was 

an interesting chap and explained how he 

selected his clays and grog for producing his 

pots by the coil method.  They all looked most 

authentic (though a bit too new to deceive) but 

a bit heavier than the originals.  He admitted 

that the old potters knew a thing or two and that 

he had much to learn.  Finally below you can 

see Mrs. Potter working on the drying process 

before final firing – very pre-historic! 

 
It was a great Saturday morning out and gave 

much food for thought.  To round off the visit I 

rewarded myself with a very Bronze Age treat, 

roast pig with apple sauce in a bun, but not of 

Emmer wheat I think! 
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Winter  Programme  ~  September 2007 - May 2008 
  

 

2007  

 

Sept. 5th
                   

Papyrus ~ Use and Symbolism in Ancient Egypt 
                           Speaker: Hilary Wilson,   Chairman, The Southampton Ancient Egypt Society, 

                                                                                             Editorial Assistant, the Ancient Egypt Magazine  

 

Oct. 3rd             A Once and Future House ~ Understanding a building to help keep it standing 

                           Speaker: Bob Hill MRICS, MIFA, Conservation Consultant, Historic Buildings 

                                                                                                                                               Advisory Service 

 

Nov. 7th             The Knowlton Prehistoric Landscape Project ~ Recent Work in the Allen Valley 
                            Speaker: John Gale, Senior Lecturer in Archaeology,  School of Conservation Sciences 

                                                                                                                                  Bournemouth University  

 

Dec. 5th              A Walk along Hadrian’s Wall                                  
 

                            Speaker: Julian Richards,  Archaeologist, Television & Radio Presenter 

 

2008   

                     

Jan. 2nd              Members’  Evening  ~  Reports,  displays,  presentations,  slides 

 

Feb. 6th              The Wreck of the SS Mendi and the South African Native Labour Corps ~ 

                                                                                                                                       A Forgotten History 
                            Speaker: John Gribble, Project Manager, Coastal & Marine Sect, Wessex Archaeology 

                                                                                                                                                              
 

 Mar. 5th            A Journey Through Time along the River Piddle    
                            Speaker: Anne King,  Retired Lecturer on Local Studies 

                                                                                                           for the Dorset Adult Education Service 

 

Apr. 2nd             Hunter Gatherers of the Old Forest ~ Evidence of pre-farming Communities 

                                                                                                                                            in the New Forest 
                            Speaker: Stephen Moody, Vice Chairman and Field Director, AVAS 

                        

May.7th              Annual General Meeting  ~  Please support your Society in person or by postal vote 

 

 
VENUE FOR MEETINGS:-   Ann Rose Hall,  Greyfriars Community Centre 

Christchurch Road,  Ringwood 

 

TIME:- 7.30pm   ~   MEETING FEES:-  Members £1.00,   Visitors £3.00  

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION:-  Adult £10.00,  Full-time Student £5.00 

 

ENQUIRIES TO:-   The Chairman,  Mark Vincent  01425 473677 

                                                       or   The Hon Secretary,  C.W.Atkinson  01722  326978 

 

AVAS news can be found at www.avas.org.uk  

or www.communigate.co.uk/dorset under ‘Clubs & Societies’ 

 

http://www.avas.org.uk/
http://www.communigate.co.uk/dorset



